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provides separate air supplies at different pressul-e level? 

3,308,848 for the separate functions of fluid power transmission and 
FLUID POWER TRANShlISSION support for the floated bearing member. The apparatus 

Harold I. Johnson and Orrin A. Wobtg, Seabrook, Tex., to Unibd States of as repre- comprises a socket provided with snlall holes distributed 
sented by the Adlnillistrator of the National Aero- 5 in annular zones of the socket and comn~unicating with a 
nautics and Space Administration supply of high pressure gas for supporting a close-fitting 

Filed July 27, 1964, Ser. No. 385,526 bearing member in the socket on a cushion of air. The 
10 Claims. (CI. 137-615) base of the socket is also provided with a larger centrally 

located opening which communicates with a supply of 
The invention described herein may be manufactured compressed gas maintained at lower pressure than that 

and used by or for the government of the United States for lifting the fluid-supported bearing member. The sup- 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- ported bearing member is formed with a flow passage 
ment of any royalty therein or therefor. extending therethrough and terminating in an enlarged 

This invention relates generally to fluid power trans- recess of corresponding area with the central socket open- 
mission and more particularly to a method and apparatus 15 ing which is normally in alignment therewith. Conse- 
for transmitting power in the form of fluid flow through quently, compressed gas delivered through the central 
a fluid-supported bearing. socket opening will be in fluid communication with the 

It is the purpose of this invention to permit the trans- flow passage through the supported bearing member for 
mission of appreciable amounts of power in the form of a substantial variation in position of the snpported mem- 
a flow of compressed gas across an essentially friction- 20 ber relative to the socket which will permit three degrees 
less gas-supported bearing without noticeably affecting of freedom for the supported bearing member. The 
the operation of the bearing. This is a particularly de- magnitude of freedom permitted the supported member is 
sirable feature in instances where it is necessary to sup- limited by the sum of the maxmum dimensions of the 
ply gas under pressure through ducts and mechanisms central socket opening and the recess at the terminal end 
which involve rotation or oscillatory motion and where 25 of the flow passage through the supported bearing mem- 
it is undesirable or in~possible to use flexible hose for sup- ber. 
plying the fluid power. To avoid disturba~~es in the fluid film between the bear- 

Various types of training devices, for example, have ing members which would result in undesirable "chatter" 
been developed for simulating the motions of aerospace the pressure of the fluid power transmission supply is 
vehicles and the dynamics of space flight which utilize a 30 limited to a value which is less than the pressure of the 
movable member supported on an air bearing and sup- compressed gas which provides the lift for the bearing. 
plied with energy for driving the nlovable member in Since there are two separate supplies of compressed gas 
yaw, pitch, and roll maneuv-ers. This energy is usually it is therefore possible to modulate the power delivered 
supplied by compressed gas bottles or by liquid or solid through the bearing or to reduce it substantially to zero 
propellants mounted aboard the movable member. These 35 witllout affecting the floating of the bearing. 
methods of supplying energy have serious disadvantages, Other objects and many of the attendant advantages of 
however, since the limited amount of compressed gas or this invention will be readily appreciated as the same 
other propellant which may be carried strictly limits the become better understood by reference to the following 
operating time of the trainer and the loss of weight as detailed description when considered in connection with 
the gas is used up may cause an intolerable shift in the 40 the accompanying drawings in which like reference nu- 
center of gravity of the movab!e member which normally merals designate like parts throughout the figure thereof 
is located in the center of the floating bearing member. and wherein: 
In other instances the energy is supplied by flexible lines FIG. 1 is a schematic setcional view of the apparatus 
communicating with a fluid pressure source off-board the of this invention for transmission of fluid power through 
movable member. The use of flexible lines, however, a fluid-supported bearing; 
imposes extra forces on the moving simulator caused by 45 FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the bearing socket in the 
the twisting and weight of the lines which destroys the apparatus of FIG. 1; and 
validity of space flight simulation. FIG. 3 is a bottom view of the fluid-suppolted bealinl: 

In conventional practice, fluid-supported bearings are member in the apparatus of FIG. 1. 
dzsigned with closely fitted bearing surfaces between Referring more particularly to the drawings, there is 
which a film of air or other fluid is drawn or forced under shown in FIG. 1 an apparatus 10 for transmitting fluid 
pressure. In some instances, bearings have been designed power through a fluid-supported bearing in accordance 
with a passage through the fluid-supported bearing mem- with the invention. The bearing comprises a socket mem- 
ber whereby fluid may be delivered through the passage ber 11 and a cooperating bearing member 12 which rep- 
for the purposes of doing useful work, as, for example, resents the fluid-supported member and which is con- 
spinning a gyro rotor which is mounted in an air-sup- " figured to provide a close fit with the socket 11. As 
ported bearing. The nature of these devices is such, shown in the dra\vings, the socket 11 is cup-shaped and 
however, that the floating bearing is generally limited to provided with numerous small holes 13 which are ar- 
but one degree of freedom. Furthermore, it is charac- ranged in spaced annular zones of the cup. The holes 
teristic of these devices that the function of the power 43 provide the openings in the socket through which flusd 
transinitting fluid i\ coupled with the lift function of the is deliverable for floatiug the bearing 12. on a thin film 
fiuid mhicli provides the lift for the supported bearing of easeousfluid. 
mernbei. It has therefore been impossible to modulate The socket is zlso provided with an annular flange 16 
the pov~cr delivered through the bearing v,iihout affecting at the top thereof which is pro~~ideii with rlurnerous screw 
the floating of the bearing which is, of course, a prime holes whereby the socket may be attached to one end 
consideration, and paiticularly where the fluid film must G 3  of a cylindrical chamber member 14 by means of screws 
not only support the weight of the floating bearing but 48. 13referably, the chatitber member which is circular 
also a payload carried thereon. In addition, it str:ct!y in cross-section, if formed with an internal shoulder 32 
curtails the liimts of fluid power, particularly the lower for seating the Range 16. The chamber member is formed 
limit of the power which may be transmitted. by a cylindrical wall 21 and a transverse base member 22 

The appaartus and method of this invention is defined 70 which is provided wilh a central axial opening 23 in the 
to circunlvent the problems in the prior art devices and base 22 for receiving the base 24 of the socket 11. The 
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socket base, which depends verticaliy from the socket, It shotild also be understood, of course, that the invcn- 
is cj~1in:Irical in shape lvith a lower psrtion 25 of reduced tion is not limited to the spherical type of bearing but is 
tlianteter v,!l~ich provides an annular shotrlcler 26. The adaptzible to a variety of other types where freedom is 
diaiileter of the portion 25 corresponds to the diameter desired about moi-e than one axis. Also, while the pro- 
of the opening in the chamber base 22 to providc a close 5 visions of two separate air supplies for supporting the 
fit therein. 1-he socket is bolted to the cylinder base by bearing and for transn~ission of power is preferred, it is 
screws 27 which are threaded into the shoulder 26. contemplated that a single air supply might also be em- 

T o  insure fluid-tight seal connections between the socket ployed, as shown by the conduit 74 represented by dashed 
and the cylindrical chamber, and O-ring 31 is seated in lines in FIG. 1 which connects the pump 47 with the con- 
an annular groove in the top edge 32 of the chamber 10 duit 42. An adjustable pressure reducing valve, however, 
member for sealing engagement with the under surface 33 must be installed in each conduit 46 and 42 for reducing 
of the socket flange 16. A fluid-tight seal is also pro- and ?~.egulating the pressure of the fluid which is transmitted 
vided at the bottom connection of the socket and cham- through the bearing and that which is delivered to the 
ber member by an O-ring 36 which is seated in an annular chamber 11. The area of the recesses 7 1  and 7 3  is, of 
groove concentric about the opening 23 in the bottom of 15 course, commensurate with the degree of pitch and roll 
the chamber member. The O-ring 36 abuts the shoulder desired for the nlovable payload as shown by the dashed 
26 of the socket base to  form a fluid-tight seal therewith. lines in FIG. 1. One model of the invention which has 
The side wall 21 of the cylindrical chamber member 17 been constructed provides for pitch and roll of 35 de- 
is provided with an  opening 41 which is internally threaded grees. 
for receiving an externally threaded conduit 42. The con- 20 It is also possible to regulate the pressu,re of fluid flow, 
duit 42 leads to a compressed air supply 43 such as a com- and hence the power delivered through the bearing, by 
pressed air cylinder or  pump which provides high pres- locating a control valve aboard the payload 60,  as for 
sure fluid for delivery through a pressure regulating and example an  on-off valve or a proportional valve 76  in- 
reducing valve 44 into the chamber member 17 and stalled in the conduit 65. This is preferred in many in- 
through the numerous socket openings 13 for supporting 25 stances since it provides a control of fluid power from 
the floating bearing member 12. The valve 44 permits directly aboard the movable payload. 
adjustment of pressure to compellsate for different size It has been noted that where a floating bearing is used 
loads. to support a payload, the device is subject to "chatter" to 

In  addition to the numerous small openings 13, the the extent that its operation oftentimes is seriously im- 
socket is also provided with a central opening 45 which 30 paired. I t  has been determined that the pressure of air 
extends axially th,rough the socket base. The opening which is delivered through the small socket holes is greatly 
45 is internally threaded at its lower end for receiving reduced on passage through the holes. By mantaining the 
an  externally threaded conduit 46 which leads to a com- pressure of air which is transmitted through the flow pas- 
pressed air supply 47. The supply 47 provides the fluid sage 51 a t  a value less than this reduced pressure, the 
for fluid-power transmission through the bearing. A 35 problem of "chatter" is avoided. Consequently, the pow- 
pressure regulating and reducing valve 48 is provided in e r  transmitted through the bearing may be modulated 
the conduit 46 for maintaining the pressure of the trans- over a wide range without affecting the floating of the 
mitted fluid at  a value substantially less than the pressure spherical member 12. I n  other words, there is a decou- 
of fluid which is delivered to the chamber PI. pling of the power transmitting function from the lift 

The bearing member 12, which is illustrated in the 40 function for supporting the floating bearing which is not 
drawings as being spherical in shape, is provided with a a feature of the prior art devices. For  operational pur- 
diametral bore 51 which extends con~pletely through the poses, the transmitted fluid pressure is maintained at a 
bearing member 12 and an appendage 12a of the bearing level less than the pressure of the air film which supports 
which provides means for supporting a payload member the bearing member 12 and is approximately 40% of the 
60. The member 60 is provided with an opening 61  which 45 pressure conlmunicated to chamber 11. 
is aligned with the bore 51. The diametral opening 51 I t  should therefore be seen that the apparatus and 
constitutes a flow passage for receiving fluid under pres- method disclosed herein permit motion of the floating 
sure from the pressure supply whereby fluid power may be bearing and payload with three degrees of freedom. The 
transmitted through the bearing to a point of utility on  magnitude of the motion in pitch or  yaw is limited by 
the payload for the purpose of performing useful work, 50 suitable stops (not shown) which could ;be mounted on 
as for example, t o  reaction jets on a space vehicle sin~ula- surrounding structure or  the socket flange 16, for example. 
tor. The flow passage 58 is internally threaded at its upper The magnitude, however, should not be so great that the 
end for receiving an externally threaded conduit 65 which recesses 7 1  and 7 3  in the spherical bearing and the socket, 
extends through the opening 61 and leads to the reaction respectively, beconle positioned out of fluid comn~uuica- 
jets on the payload, or to a place for performing work. I t  55 tion with one another. 
its lower end the flow passage 51 is enlarged to form a I t  should also be understood that the foregoing dis- 
conical recess 711 coaxial with the flow passage 51. closure relates only to preferred embodiments of the in- 

The socket opening 45 is also provided at its upper vention and that it is  intended to cover all changes and 
end with an enlarged recess 73 which is symmetrical with modifications of the examples in the invention herein 
respect to the axis of the opening 45 and the vertical socket 60 chosen fo r  the purposes of the disclosure and which do not 
axis. The socket recess 73 and the conical recess '98 of constit~lte departure from the spirit and scope of the 
the floating bearing member are preferably equal in area. invention. 
Consequentlj~, in disposition of the floating bearing in the What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters 
socket 11 when there is zero pitch or tilt of the payload Patent is: 
60, the flow passage 51 is alignecl with the socket opellitlg I. A device for translilitting fluid power through a fluid- 
45 and flow coiirluit 46, and the conical reczss 71 is super- '' swported bearing comprising: 
posed over the r ece~s  73 and is in coaxial alignment ihere- a first bearing member in the form of a cup having 
with. an  inner bearing surface, said first bearing mernbcr 

It is to be noted that for purposes of illustration the having an opening in the bottom thereof; 
size of the holes 13 in the socket If is much exaggerated 7O a second bearing member having a convex surface con- 
since only a relatively small v ~ l u m e  of r;ir is required for  forming to the bcaring surface of the cup arid adapted 
supporting the spherical bearing member 12. In con?- to ,be supported therein, said second bearing member 
parison, the volnn?e of air which is transmitted through thc having a flow passage extending thereihrough; 
fiow passage in the spherical bearing ~nenlber is approxi- means for supplying air under pressure at  a plurality 
mately ten thousand times greater. 75 of points between said first bearing member and said 
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second bearing member to support the second bear- ment through said plurality of openings to float the 
ing member on a flowing film of air; and supported bearing element on a fluid film; 

n~eans for supplying air under pressure through the means for adjusting the pressure of fluid which is corn- 
opening in the bottom d the cup to said flow passage municated through said plurality of openings; 
in the second bearing member whereby controlled 5 a second supply of fluid under Plessure; 
amounts of fluid power may be transmitted through means for communicating fluid from said second supply 
the fluid bearing structure without affecting the float- of fluid through said flow passage from the bottom 
ing of the second bearing member. of the supporting bearing element to the flow passage 

2. A device for transmitting fluid power through a fluid- of said supported bearing element; and 
supported bearing comprising: valve means for maintaining the pressure of fluid which 

a first bearing member in the form of a cup having is communicated through said bearing elements at 
an inner bearing surface, said first bearing member any pressure less than the pressure of fluid which 
having an opening in the bottom thereof; floats the supported element to thereby accomplish 

a second bearing member having a convex surface con- transmission of controlled amounts of fluid power 
forming to the inner surface of the cup and adapted 15 through the frictionless bearing without affecting the 
to be supported therein, said second bearing mem- operation of the bearing. 
ber having a flow passage extending therethrough; 5. A structure for freely supporting a payload on an 

nleans for introducing air at a given pressure level be- essentially frictionless fluid bearing which will permit 
tween said first bearing member and said second bear- three degrees of freedom for the payload and the trans- 
ing member to float the second bearing member on a 20 mission of fluid power through the frictionless fluid bear- 
film of air; and ing, said structure comprising: 

means for supplying air through the opening in the a supporting bearing element in the form of a cup 
bottom of the cup and through said flow passage in having an inner bearing surface and a recess in the 
the second bearing member at any pressure which is bottom of the hearing surface which communicates 
less than the pressure of air which floats the second 25 with an opening through the supporting bearing ele- 
bearing member whereby controlled amounts of fluid ment, said opening being of smaller cross-sectional 
power may be transmitted through the fluid bearing area than said recess; 
structure without affecting the floating of the second a supported bearing element having a convex surface 
bearing member. conforming to the bearing surface of the cup and 

3. A stlucture for freely supporting a payload on an 30 adapted to be supported therein, said second bearing 
essentially frictionless fluid bearing which will permit at element having a flow passage extending therethrough 
least three degrees d freedom for the payload and the and terminating in a recess in the convex surface 
transmission of fluid power through the frictionless fluid which is of greater area than the cross-sectional area 
bearing, said structure comprising: of the flow passage; 

a supporting element in the form of a spherical cup 35 a first supply of fluid under pressure; 
having an inner concave bearing surface; means for communicating fluid from said first supply 

a supported bearing element having a spherical bearing of fluid pressure between said cup and supported 
surface conforming to the inner bearing surface of bearing element at a plurality of points to float the 
the cup and adapted to be supported therein, said supported bearing element on a fluid film; 
payload being directly mountable on said supported 40 means for adjusting the pressure of fluid which is 
bearing element; communicated to said plurality of points; 

a first supply of fluid under pressure; a second supply of fluid under pressure; 
means for communicating fluid from said first supply means for communicating fluid from said second pres- 

of fluid pressure between said cup and supported bear- sure supply through the opening in the bottom of 
ing element at a plurality of points to float the sup- 45 said supporting bearing element to the flow passage of 
ported bearing element; said supported bearing element; and 

a second supply of fluid under plessure; and means for maintaining the pressure of fluid which is 
means for communicating fluid from said second sup- communicated through said bearing elements at any 

ply of fluid through said supporting and supported pressure less than the pressure of fluid which floats 
bearing elements at any pressure less than the pres- 50 the supported element to thereby accomplish trans- 
sure of fluid which floats the supported element to mission of controlled amounts of fluid power through 
thereby accon~plish transmission of controlled the frictionless bearing without affecting the opera- 
amounts of fluid power through the frictionless fluid tion of the bearing. 
bearing without affecting the operation of the bear- 6. In an air bearing for freely supporting a payload 
ing. 55 for movement with three degrees of freedom: 

4. A structure for freely supporting a payload on an a supporting bearing element in the form of a CLIP hav- 
essentially frictionless fluid bearing which will permit three ing an inner spherical bearing surface, said bea~ing 
degrees of freedom for the payload and the transmission element having an opening through the bottom tbere- 
of fluid power th~ough the frictionless fluid bearing, said of which communicates with a lecess in the bearing 
structule comprising: 60 surface which is of larger area than the cross sec- 

a supporting bearing e!ement in the form of a cup hav- tional area of the opening; 
ing an inner-bearing surface alld a plurality of open- a supported bearing dement having a spherical convex 

ings through the wall of the cup and the beating sur- surface conforming to the bearing sulface of the 

face whlch are symmetrically arranged about the verti- cup and adapted to be supported theiein, said second 

cal axis of the cup; 
65 bearing element having a flaw passage extendins 

thereth~ ough and cornnjtl:ricatirtg with a recess in the 
n iupported beartng elenlent 11avlng a convex surface convex surface wblch IS of greater area than the 

conforming to the bearing surface of the cup and closs seciional area of the flow passage; 
adapted to be supported therein, said second bearing means for communicating fluid fiont a first source of 
element having a flow passage extending therethrough 70 fluid pressure between said cup and said supported 
and said payload being directly mountable on said bearing element at a plurality of points for floating 
supported bearing element; the supporting bearing element on a fluid film; and 

a first supply of fluid under pressure; means for communicating fluid from a second sorttce 
means for communicating fluid from said first supply of fluid pressure through the opening in the bottom 

of fluid between said cup and supported bearing ele- 75 of said suppo~ted beating elerrrent to the flow pas- 
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sage of the supporlcd bearing eleirrent for the trans- inally separable by a film of flowing air, said supporti~rg 
rnissioil of controlled a mounts of flaid power through bearing element having a large opening through the bear- 
the air bearing throughout the range of movements ing surface which provides a flow passage for transmis- 
of the payload wherein said recesses in the cooperat- sion of fluid power and said supported bearing elerne~rt 
ing bearing surfaces are disposed in superposed rela- 5 having a flow passage therethrough which is normally dis- 
tion one to another. posed in fluid comnlunication with the Row passage 

7. In a structure for freely supporting a payload for through the supporting element; 
nlovement with three degrees of freedom: means connectable with a source of air pressure for 

a supporting bearing element in the form of a cup supplying air under pressure at a plurality of points 
having an inner spherical bearing surface, said bear- 10 between said supporting bearing element and said 
ing element having an opening through the bottom supported bearing element to float the supported 
thereof which communicates with a recess in the bear- bearing element on a flowing film of air; 
ing surface which is of larger area than the cross- means connectable with a source of air pressure for 
sectional area of the opening; communicating air under pressure through the flow 

a supported bearing element having a spherical convex 15 passages in the bearing elements; and 
surface confornring to the bearing surface of the means for maintaining the pressure of air which is 
cup and adapted to be supported therein, said second communicated through said flow passages in the bear- 
bearing element having a flow passage extending ing elements at any pressure less than the pressure of 
therethrough and communicating with a recess in the fluid which floats the supported bearing element. 
convex surface which is of greater area than the 20 10. An air bearing comprising supported and support- 
cross sectional area of the flow passage; ing bearing elements with inter-fitting bearing surfaces 

means for comnlunicating fluid from a first source of normally separable by a film of flowing air, said support- 
fluid pressure between said cup and said supported ing bearing element having a large opening through the 
bearing element at a plurality of points for floating bearing surface which provides a flow passage for trans- 
the supported bearing elen~ent on a fluid film; and 25 mission of fluid power and said supported bearing elenrent 

nreans for communicating fluid from a second source having a flow passage therethrough which is normally 
of fluid pressure through the opening in the bottom disposed in fluid communication with the flow passage 
of said supporting bearing elen~ent to the flow pas- through the supporting element; 
sage of the supported bearing element for the trans- means connectable with a source of air pressure for 
mission of controlled fluid power through the air 30 supplying air under pressure at a plurality of points 
bearing throughout the range of movements of the between said supporting bearing elenlent and said 
payload wherein said recesses in the cooperating supported bearing element to float the supported 
bearing surfaces are disposed in superposed relation bearing element on a flowing film of air; 
one to another; and means connectable with a source of air pressure for 

means for maintaining the pressure of said second 35 conlmunicating air under pressure through the flow 
source of fluid at any pressure which is less than the passages in the bearing elements; and 
pressure in the fluid film between the bearing sur- means for maintaining the pressure of air which is 
faces. communicated through said flow passages in the 

8. An air bearing comprising supported and supporting bearing elements at any pressure less than the pres- 
bearing members with inter-fitting bearing surfaces 40 sure of fluid which floats the srlpported bearing ele- 
adapted to be separated by a film of flowing air, said sup- ment; and 
porting bearing member having a large opening through 
the bearing surface which provides a flow passage for 

valve means mounted on the supported bearing element 

transmission of fluid power and said supported bearing for controlling the flow of air through the bearing 

member having a flow passage therethrough which is nor- 45 
mally disposed in fluid con~mu~rication with the flow pas- 
sage through the supporting member; 

means connectable with a source of air pressure for 
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